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Increase your power.

The EXOSKELETON  technology with 100% carbon ribs inserted in 

the structure of the frame and heart increase power and 

structural rigidity if the racket. 

More power for your attack.

Exclusive design for the more agresive players who allows to

achieve more power in your shots.. the frame’s outer ribs provide 
the structure with rigidity and strength.

Increased rigidity and power.

A plate at the centre of the racket provides greater rigidity, giving 

your game more power. It also achieves better stability for most 

of your hits..

A stronger structure

The fibre inserts at the centre of the racket form part of its 

structure and create a connection point between the racket 

frame and face.

More effective strikes

The hole pattern is specially designed to make racket handling 

easier, for greater playing comfort.

Increased racket durability

The holes are arranged equidistantly in groups of 3, which 

strengthens the racket surface and improves durability.

Enhanced hitting efficiency

The 3D relief increases hitting effectiveness. The pattern is etched

on the mould to provide greater density and to increase 

efficiency.

Increase your power.

The Power Groove technology, with a rail inserted in the top of

the racket will upgrade the structural rigidity and improve your

power in the attack shots. 

A more resistance racket structure
It has reinforced perimeter all around the racket to help generate 
more torsional resistance

Increase your power.

The EXOSKELETON  technology with dual 100% carbon ribs 

inserted in the structure of the frame and heart increase power 

and structural rigidity if the racket. 
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FORMAT Oversize diamond
LEVEL Advanced
FREQUENCY Habitual
WEIGHT 360-375 gr.
BALANCE Head Heavy (285 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm.
LENGHT 455 mm.
SURFACE cm2
PROTECTOR Protector Tape 3M

REF: RK1AB1U14

EAN: 8436548242619

The brand new adipower ATTK 1.9 racket is pure
technologie. The new mold designed in oversize format
provides a better comfort and combined with the new
technologie dual eXoskeleton, Power Embossed Ridge
and EVA HIGH MEMORY rubber provides an exceptional
power to the racket. Spin Blade technologie allows to
apply more rotation in your shots.

RUBBER EVA HIGH MEMORY

Provides more power

FRAME 100% CARBON BRAIDED

It makes the racket more durable

SURFACE 100% CARBON 
ALUMINIZED.

It provides resistance and a perfect kickout of
the ball.

CONTROL
The  form and balance of this racket permit to 
perform more accurate  and faster movements

COMFORT
The shape of  this racket and  the materials used 
provide optimum comfort. 

POWER
The dual eXoskeleton technology and Power
Embossed Ridge plus materials used provides
máximum power. 



FORMAT Round
LEVEL Advanced
FREQUENCY Habitual
WEIGHT 360-375 gr.
BALANCE Even (265 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm.
LENGHT 455 mm.
SURFACE cm2
PROTECTOR Protector Tape 3M

REF: RK1CB3U17

EAN: 8436548242626

The brand new adipower CTRL 1.9 is pure technologie.
The new improved mold added to the dual exoskeleton
technologie, Power Embosed Ridge and EVA HIGH
MEMORY rubber provides the máximum power. The
round shape with the low balance, makes this model the
ideal racket for the agresive players who wants an extra
control.

RUBBER EVA HIGH MEMORY

Provides more power

FRAME 100% CARBON BRAIDED

It makes the racket more durable

SURFACE 100% CARBON 
ALUMINIZED.

It provides resistance and a perfect kickout of
the ball.

CONTROL
The low balance point of this racket promotes 
excellent control.

COMFORT
The materials used and the  shape of this racket 
provides excellent comfort 

POWER
The dual eXoskeleton technology and Power
Embossed Ridge plus materials used provides
máximum power. 



FORMAT Oversize diamond
LEVEL Advanced
FREQUENCY Habitual
WEIGHT 360-375 gr.
BALANCE Head Heavy (285 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm.
LEMGHT 455 mm.
SURFACE cm2
PROTECTOR Protector Tape 3M

REF: RK1AA9U16

EAN: 8436548242855

The brand new adipower CTRL 1.9 is pure technologie
The new mold designed in oversize format provides a
better confort and the EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE rubber
makes this racket the most comfortable of the adipower
family. Designed for the player who wants head heavy
balance and a SOFT touch, the technologie dual
eXoskeleton and Power Embossed Rigde provides an
excelent power.

RUBBER EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE

The most comfortable feeling

FRAME 100% CARBON BRAIDED.

It makes the racket more durable

SURFACE 100% CARBON 
ALUMINIZED.

It provides resistance and a perfect kickout of
the ball.

CONTROL
The  form and balance of this racket permit to 
perform more accurate  and faster movements

COMFORT
The shape of  this racket and  the materials used 
provide maximum comfort. 

POWER
The dual eXoskeleton technology mixed with EVA 
SOFT Performance rubber and Power Embossed
Ridge provides an excelent power. 



FORMAT Round
LEVEL Advanced
FREQUENCY Habitual
WEIGHT 345-360 gr.
BALANCE Even (265 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm.
LENGHT 455 mm.
SURFACE cm2
PROTECTOR Protector Tape 3M

REF: RK1CB2U13

EAN: 8436548242602

The Brand new adipower SOFT 1.9 is pure technologie.
The new improved mold added to the dual exoskeleton
technologie, Power Embosed Ridge and EVA SOFT
ENERGY rubber provides the máximum power. The
combination is perfect for the player who wants a racket
with power and an excelent kickout of the ball.

RUBBER EVA SOFT ENERGY

Power and perfect kickout of the ball. 

FRAME 100% CARBON BRAIDED

It makes the racket more durable.

SURFACE 100% CARBON 
ALUMINIZED.

It provides resistance and a perfect kickout of
the ball.

CONTROL
The low balance point of this racket promotes 
excellent control.

COMFORT
The materials used and the  shape of this racket 
provides excellent comfort 

POWER
The dual eXoskeleton technologie with the Power
embossed Ridge and used materials provide
excelent power.





FORMAT Diamond
LEVEL Advanced
FREQUENCY Habitual
WEIGHT 360-375 gr.
BALANCE Head Heavy (285 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm.
LENGHT 455 mm.
SURFACE 458 cm2

REF: RK1BA3U34

EAN: 8436548242633

The new carbon ATTK 1.9 racket is pure power. It’s
made by the combination of Innegra carbon and High
Memory EVA Rubber with Power Embossed Ridge and
Power Groove technologie. It will provide you the best
performance for the advanced player. The best racket
for the most agresive players who expect the best from
the racket

RUBBER EVA HIGH MEMORY

Provides more power.

FRAME 100% CARBON BRAIDED
It makes the racket more durable.

SURFACE 100% INNEGRA

It provides resistance and máximum power.CONTROL
The shape and balance  of this racket permit to 
perform more accurate and faster movements.

COMFORT
The shape  of this racket, and the materials used 
provide optimun comfort.

POWER
The  Power Embossed Ridge combined with the 
EVA High Memory surface provide full power.

Acongera
Barra



FORMAT Round
LEVEL Advanced
FREQUENCY Habitual
WEIGHT 360-375 gr.
BALANCE Even (265 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm.
LENGHT 455 mm.
SURFACE 488 cm2

REFERENCIA: RK1CB4U12

EAN: 8436548242640

The new carbon CTRL 1.9 racket is pure power. It’s
made by the combination of Innegra carbon and High
Memory EVA Rubber with Power Groove technologie. It
will provide you the best performance for the advanced
player. The best racket for the most agresive players
who expect the best from the racket without loosing
control.

CONTROL
The low balance point of this racket promotes 
excellent control.

COMFORT
The composition of this racket provides optimum 
comfort.

POWER
Power Groove technologie improves rackets
power. 

RUBBER EVA HIGH MEMORY

Provides more power.

FRAME 100% CARBON BRAIDED
It makes the racket more durable.

SURFACE 100% INNEGRA

It provides resistance and máximum power.





CONTROL
The low balance point of this racket promotes 
excellent control.

COMFORT
Fiber carbon 3k plus EVA SOFT PERFOMANCE 
rubber provides an excelent comfort

POWER
The combination of material provides a good
power. 

Brand new supernova carbon ATTK is the better choice
for the players who wants to achive balance between
power and confort. The racket is made in full fiber
carbon and mixed with the EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE
rubber, the combination provides an excelent power
without loose too much confort. Even balance provide
the perfect shape for the players who wants a control
racket

FORMAT Round
LEVEL Intensive
FREQUENCY Regular
WEIGHT 360-375 gr.
BALANCE Even (265 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm.
LENGHT 455 mm.
SURFACE 488 cm2
PROTECTOR Estandar

REF: RK1CB5U17 

EAN: 8436548242664

RUBBER EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE

The most comfortable feeling

FRAME 100% CARBON BRAIDED

It makes the racket more durable

SURFACE 100% CARBON 3k.

It makes the racket more powerfull and 
durable





FORMAT Allround
LEVEL Intermediate
FREQUENCY Regular
WEIGHT 360-375 gr.
BALANCE Slightly Head Heavy (275 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm.
LENGHT 455 mm.
SURFACE 462 cm2
PROTECTOR Estandar

REF: RK3GB4U29

EAN: 8436548242701

The new V600 is the most versatile racket. I’ts made by
the combination of fiber carbon and fiber glass with EVA
SOFT PERFORMANCE Rubber. The specific designed
mold with Structural power increase the structural
rigidity to provide more power. It will adapt for a wide
range of players.

RUBBER EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE

The most comfortable feeling

FRAME FIBER BRAIDED

Fiber provides excellent comfort

CORAZÓN FIBER CARBON

Provides power and resistance

SURFACE 100% FIBER GLASS

Comfort and perfect Kickout of the ball

CONTROL
The weight and the balance of this racket favors to
obtain excellent manageability

COMFORT
The materials used provides an excelent comfort. 

POWER
The EVA Soft Surface and the Structural power
technologie creates great power.



FORMAT Allround
LEVEL Intermediate
FREQUENCY Regular
WEIGHT 360-375 gr.
BALANCE Slightly Head Heavy (275 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm.
LENGHT 455 mm.
SURFACE 462 cm2

REF: RK3GB6U29

EAN: 8436548242725

Keep the game under control with the new adidas
V6, the perfect racket to start to define your
performance. V6 is the most versatile racket, I’ts
made by the combination of fiber carbon and fiber
glass with the soft performance EVA Rubber. It will
adapt for a wide range of players.

CONTROL
The weight and the balance of this racket favors
to obtain excellent manageability

COMFORT
Fiber Glass provides full comfort.

POWER
The EVA Soft Surface provides optimum power.

RUBBER EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE

The most comfortable feelin

FRAME FIBER BRAIDED

Provides the máximum comfort

CORAZÓN FIBER CARBON

Provides power and resistance

SURFACE 100% FIBER GLASS

Comfort and perfect Kickout of the ball





FORMAT Round
LEVEL Junior
FREQUENCY Habitual
WEIGHT 310-330 gr.
BALANCE Even (240 mm)
THICKNESS 36 mm.
LENGHT 430 mm.
SURFACE 449 cm2

REF: RK4CA8U16

EAN: 8436548242732

Pure power and precision, new adipower JUNIOR 1.9.
This racket is perfect to help young people to dominate
the game. The frame has an specific design with
Exoskeleton, which helps to use the energy of the player
efficiently .

RUBBER EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE

The most comfortable feeling

FRAME 100% FIBER GLASS BRAIDED

It makes the racket more comfortable

SURFACE 100% FIBER GLASS

Comfort and perfect kickout of the ballCONTROL
The low balance point makes easier to control
this racket.

COMFORT
The Exoskeleton technology and its composition
provide great comfort.

POWER
The new technologies and the improvements in
the structure of this racket provide full power.





• DIMENSIONS: 64 X 32 X 50 cm

• CAPACITY: 11 RACKETS

• COLOR: silver/black

REF: BG1PB1U34

EAN: 8436548242787

We present the safest and most innovative padel bag to
hold everything you need before and after your victories.
It includes a removable compartment so you can take
your racket on its own. It includes an specific
compartment for the padel footwear and little
accessories.

CARRIAGE
Adjustable straps  for diferent grips: Bag, backpack 
and one handed.

POCKETS
It have a huge pocket with an standart shoe 
compartment. Protect your rackets and other items 
with the rigid material on both sides of the padel bag 
and with thermal insulation. 

RESISTANCE
Strong “carbon look” materials to protect your 
rackets. High quality materials for intensive use.

• 100% POLIESTER
• Carbon Look
• Thermal material
• Easy to clean and waterproof

materials.



• DIMENSIONS: 52 X 42 X 70 cm

• CAPACITY: 6 RACKETS

• COLOR: silver /black

REF: BG1MA6U34

EAN: 8436548242817

Excellent rigidity and safety features. It consists of a
rigid front structure manufactured with the shape of our
star technology of the collection, the Exoeskeleton.

CARRIAGE
Adjustable straps. For backpack use and one handed.
Includes pads protection system for your back.

POCKETS
It has a large pocket for equipment and it has an 
specific pocket for racket or personal computer.
It has 2 side pockets for accesories.

RESISTANCE
Rigid Exoskeleton to protect your equipment.

• 100% POLIESTER
• Carbon Look
• Easy to clean and waterproof

materials.



• DIMENSIONS: 55 X 28 X 27 cm

• COLOR: silver

REF:BG4BA3U34

EAN: 8436548242985

Take your racket everywhere with the WEEKEND BAG.
Have got a main compartment with a zip, and a separate
one for your racket. Includes an small pocket for
accessories.

CARRIAGE
Long straps to carry in your shoulder. Perfect fit with 
your body

POCKETS
It includes a main compartment with a zip and a 
separate one for racket.

RESISTANCE
High quality materials for intensive use.

• 100% POLIESTER

• Easy to clean and waterproof
materials.





• DIMENSIONS: 72 cm x 2,5 cm x 1,8 mm

• COLOR: Black/ Red/ White

Non-slip grip with excellent adherence even in very wet
conditions.

LONG.LASTING
Made with long lasting materials.

COMFORT
Soft and tacky touch

RESISTANCE
High quality materials for intensive use.

• Material 100%
poliuretano

REFERENCIA: BG4BA4U13

EAN: 8436548242992

REF GR01WH

EAN 8436548240028

REF GR01RD

EAN 8436548240004

REF GR01BK

EAN 8436548240011



• DIMENSIONS: 100 cm x 2,5 cm x 0,75 mm

• COLOR: varios

Highly adhesive microperforated over-grips that absorb
sweat and water freely. Maximum comfort and a soft
touch to the most demanding handles.

LONG-LASTING
Made with long lasting materials.

COMFORT
Soft and tacky touch

RESISTANCE
High quality materials for intensive use.

• Material 100% 
poliuretano

REFERENCIA: BG4BA4U13

EAN: 8436548242992

REF OG01BK

EAN 8436548240035

REF OG01WH

EAN 8436548240059

REF OG01PK

EAN 8436548241230

REF OG01YE

EAN 8436548241223

REF OG01OR

EAN 8436548241216



• DIMENSIONS: 100 cm x 2,5 cm x 0,75 mm

• COLOR: varios

• UNITS: 25/45

REFERENCIA: BG4BA4U13

EAN: 8436548242992

REF OG03YOP

EAN 8436548241322

REF OG03WH

EAN 8436548241254

REF OG02MX

EAN 8436548240073

Highly adhesive microperforated over-grips that absorb
sweat and water freely. Maximum comfort and a soft
touch to the most demanding handles.

LONG-LASTING
Made with long lasting materials.

COMFORT
Soft and tacky touch

RESISTANCE
High quality materials for intensive use.

• Material 100% 
poliuretano



• DIMENSIONS: 37 cm x 3,6 cm x 0,5 mm

• COLOR: black

• UNITS: 1

It gives your racket the best possible protection with the
3M ANTISHOCK PROTECTOR TAPE. It is light and
resistant and protects your racket during your most
daring shots.

LONG-LASTING
Made with long lasting materials.

COMFORT
It has a very easy instalation with 3M adhesive.

RESISTANCE
High quality materials for intensive use.

• Material 100% 
poliuretano

REF PT01BK

EAN 8436548240707

REF PT01TR

EAN 8436548241247


